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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel evolutionary
algorithm called Genetic Algorithm with Asexual Reproduc-
tion (GAwAR) to solve Maximum Lifetime Coverage (MLC)
Problem in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). We use for
GAwAR a binary coding of the problem, develop asexual
operator of crossover and operator of mutation in which
knowledge about MLC problem is incorporated, and apply
deterministic selection. We compare the proposed algorithm
with a standard Genetic Algorithm with elitist strategy. We
show that the proposed GAwAR significantly outperforms the
standard Genetic Algorithm.

Keywords- Wireless Sensor Network; Maximum Lifetime Cov-
erage Problem; Genetic Algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

WSN is a widely developing area of technology. They
are getting involved in many spheres of human vital activi-
ties, such as military, healthcare, biomedicine, environment
observation, etc. According to an application area different
tasks are set before WSN, among which are monitoring
environment, gathering data, transmission data to a sink, etc.
Due to their tiny construction WSN nodes have limitations of
energy power, computing power, sensing range, transmission
distance and bandwidth. There are well-known optimization
problems in the literature [1] [7] [9] related to WSN, among
which are the sensor deployment problem, the coverage
problem, the routing problem and the MLC problem, which
will be the subject of this paper. One of the most impor-
tant issues related to these problems is minimizing energy
consumption in order to prolong the lifetime of WSN.

All these aforementioned problems are computationally
difficult problems and belong to the class of NP-hard
problems. Different solutions have been proposed to solve
different variants of MLC problem. Among them are approx-
imation algorithms [18] proposed for some variants of MLC
problem, linear programming [11] [15] and different heuris-
tics [17] [19] [20] [21]. Recently, a number of approaches
based on application of evolutionary algorithms have been
also proposed [2] [6] [23] to deliver approximate solutions.

Our recent study [10] comparing performance of genetic
algorithms (GA), memetic algorithms and a local optimiza-
tion scheme have shown that general solvers based on

standard evolutionary schemes do not provide satisfactory
solutions. Prevailing number of currently applied GAs to
solve different problems are based on sexual reproduction,
where two randomly selected individuals (solutions of a
problem) create two offspring, which are a subject of se-
lection and mutation. Some recent studies [22] have shown
that succesfull evolutionary search may be conducted also
by using asexual reproduction. Therefore, in this paper,
we develop a novel evolutionary algorithm with asexual
reproduction, where basic evolutionary operators such as
selection and crossover are performed on single individu-
als. Additionally, we incorporate a specific knowlege about
the problem into operators of crossover and mutation. We
compare our approach with an approach based on a standard
GA with sexual reproduction and elitist strategy incorporated
into GA.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section outlines MLC problem. In Section III, we in-
troduce some preliminary notions. Section IV introduces our
proposed greedy heuristic to solve MLC problem. In Section
V, we describe two genetic algorithm - based solutions.
Section VI contains results of experimental study of these
algorithms. The conclusion is presented in the last section.

II. MAXIMUM LIFETIME COVERAGE PROBLEM
STATEMENT

Let us consider a sensor network S = {s1, . . . , sN}
consisting of N sensor nodes randomly distributed over a
given target field F, a two-dimensional rectangular area of
W × H m2. The target field F is uniformly divided on points
of interest (POIs) with a step g (see Figure 1).

Sensors are responsible for detection of an intruder (a
target point) and sending an alarm message to the sink node.
A sensor is defined as a point of coordinates (xs, ys). All
sensor nodes have the same sensing range Rs, communica-
tion range Rc and battery capacity b. The coverage model
of a sensor node is assumed a disk model [9].

It is assumed that each sensor can work in two modes:
active mode and sleeping mode. In active mode a sensor
observes an area within its sensing range and can transmit
or receive a signal.
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Figure 1. An example of sensor network deployed over the target field
divided on POIs.

Below we give a number of definitions concerning the
problem statement.

Definition1. A sensor s(xs, ys) covers a POI p(x, y)
denoted as POIobs iff the Euclidean distance d(s,p) between
them is less than the sensing range Rs.

Definition2. Coverage of a target field F at i − th time
period ti denoted as cov(i) is defined as a ratio of observed
POIsobs by a network of active sensors S to all POIs, i.e.

cov(i) =
|POIs|obs
|POIs|

(1)

In this paper, a sensor is assumed to consume energy for
monitoring area and it depends on its sensing range Rs. Con-
sidering a homogeneous sensor network, where all sensors
have the same sensing range, the energy consumption per
time interval is constant.

An objective in a point coverage problem is to cover
a set of discrete points (targets), while an area coverage
problem aims to cover the whole target field. In grid ap-
proaches, where the sensing field is uniformly divided on
discrete points, called points of interest POIs [2] or targets,
the area coverage problem can be considered as a point
coverage problem. In this paper, we consider Maximum
Lifetime Coverage Problem as a scheduling problem applied
to WSN solving the point coverage problem regarding to
prolongation the lifetime of WSN.

MLC has as objective to prolong lifetime of WSN by
minimizing a number of redundant sensors during each time
interval in order to minimize energy consumption. Lifetime
of WSN is defined as a maximal number of consecutive time
intervals, during which the coverage requirement is met, i.e.

Lifetime(q) = max{m|(∀i)i < m cov(i) ≥ q − δ} (2)

Coverage requirement is given by a coverage degree k
and a coverage ratio q, which means that at least q-th part

with small declination δ of all targets is covered by at least
k sensors. A point coverage problem with k coverage degree
is denoted in literature as k-coverage problem. Further, we
assume k to be equal to 1.

Maximum Lifetime Coverage Problem can be stated as
follows:
• Given a set of numbers POIs = {1, 2, ..., P}, each

element represents an ordinal number of a POI (a tar-
get), given a family of N subsets S = {S1, S2, ..., SN},
where each element Si ⊆ POIs, i = 1, 2, ..., N , is
related to covered POIs by i-th sensor, and given an
integer number b.

• Find a maximal number m of subsets {S′1, S′2, ..., S′m},
where S′j ⊆ S, such that the number of covered
elements | ∪Si∈S′

j
Si| meets the coverage ratio (Eq. 3)

and each element Si of the family S is included in b
subsets {S′j1 , S

′
j2
, ..., S′jb} (Eq. 4), i.e.

(∀j)j=1,...,m|
| ∪Si⊆S′

j
Si|

|POIs|
≥ q − δ (3)

(∀i)(∃j1, ..., jb)|Si ∈ S′j1 , ..., Si ∈ S′jm , (4)
where i = 1, ..., N and (∀k)k=1,...,b|1 ≤ jk ≤ m

An objective of searching a maximal number m of subsets
satisfying (3) is equivalent to lifetime maximization and
corresponds to scheduling activities of sensor nodes. The last
equation (4) corresponds to the battery capacity restriction.

In section IV, we present a heuristic to solve the MLC
problem. Also we have taken into account the following
assumptions:
• i-th subset S′i represents the network of active sensors

during the i-th time interval,
• duration of all time intervals are the same,
• a number b is predefined and corresponds to the battery

capacity of a sensor node, so that initial battery capacity
is sufficient for every sensor’s activity during the b time
intervals (rounds).

III. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS

In this section, we describe a schedule solution representa-
tion and present classification of time intervals of WSN work
according to coverage quality. For this purpose we introduce
notions of Redundant, Excellent and Unsatisfactory
Subsequences (RS, ES and US). In Subsection 3.2, a
volume of search space is evaluated.

A. Solution representation

A solution is encoded as an Tmax ×N table (further we
call it as a schedule or a schedule solution), where Tmax is
predefined in time intervals meeting the following condition:

b < Lifetime(q) < Tmax << N × b, (5)
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where Tmax should to be set greater than Lifetime(q) (2).
The upper bound N × b arises as a maximal number of dif-
ferent subsets, each of which consists of one element (such
elements N ) and, according to battery capacity requirement,
can appear in the schedule b times.

In the schedule the parameter Tmax is related to a number
of columns. N is a number of sensors in the sensor network
and concerning the number of rows in the schedule solution’s
table. A column of the schedule contains a network of active
sensors during the certain time interval. Each row of the table
is related to one of the sensors and represents its schedule
of activity over all period of time Tmax.

Binary coding is used, so that ”1”s value corresponds
to active state of a sensor, ”0” corresponds to a sleeping
state. Cells of the table are filled by ”1”s and ”0”s values in
such a way that battery capacity restriction is met, i.e. each
row of the table contains b ones and Tmax − b zeros. An
exemplary schedule solution correspondingly to the network
configuration from Figure 1 is depicted in Figure 2 (left).

A schedule solution is associated with a sequence of Tmax

numbers called a coverage string, i.e

coverage string = {cov(1), ..., cov(Tmax)}, (6)

where for every i = 1, ..., Tmax cov(i) is counted according
to (1) and |POIsobs| = |∪j=1POIsobs(sj)|. These numbers
represent a coverage of the target field during a correspond-
ing time interval. For the individual from Figure 2 (left)
correspondingly to WSN from Figure 1, the coverage string
is the following {0.48, 0.36, 0.56, 0.24, 0.64, 0.0, 0.6}.

B. Solution space

Solution space contains all possible schedules and its
volume depends on such parameters as a number of sensors
N , battery capacity b and timeline division Tmax. For a
sensor a number of different schedules is equal to a number
of different combinations of b ones and T − b zeros. From
combinatorics one can find that it is equal to Tmax!

b!(Tmax−b)! .
The volume of solution space for N sensors is presented

by the following equation:

Tmax!

b!(Tmax − b)!

N

(7)

For example, in the experiments we have WSN consisting
of 100 sensors (N = 100), battery capacity b is equal to 15
and maximal number of intervals Tmax is equal to 150, the
search space in this case contains 148976491201904240100

elements.

C. Redundant, Excellent and Unsatisfactory Subsequences
(RS, ES and US)

A searching process conducted by our proposed heuristics
is based on the following classification of columns in a
schedule. All columns of the schedule solution’s table are
divided on three groups called three subsequences:

1) Redundant Subsequence (RS),
2) Excellent Subsequence (ES),
3) Unsatisfactory Subsequence (US).

Each subsequence groups time intervals such that a network
of active sensors covers the target area with certain coverage
ratio.

RS subsequence is introduced in order to reveal time
intervals during which we potentially have redundant sensors
and we wish to shift elements from RS into ES. RS is
defined as a sequence of time intervals {i}, during which
the coverage is greater than the coverage ratio q on at least
δ, i.e.

cov(i) > q + 2δ, (8)

where δ is a small value representing a predefined decli-
nation from coverage ratio q.

ES subsequence consists of time intervals {i} in the
schedule during which the coverage of the target field is
within δ range from given coverage ratio q:

|cov(i)− δ| ≤ q + δ (9)

We use ES as a mark of high quality of the schedule
solution regarding to lifetime. In order to prolong the WSN’s
lifetime a number of elements in ES should be increased and
their values should be less than elements included in US.

US subsequence is defined as time intervals {i} in the
schedule during which the coverage of the target field is
less than the coverage ratio q on at least δ, i.e.

cov(i) < q (10)

Let us denote a number of elements in RS, ES and US
as NR, NE and NU respectevely.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM - BASED SOLUTION TO MLC
PROBLEM IN WSN

Evolutionary approaches are based on improving the ini-
tial population of individuals (schedules) through repetitive
application of selection, crossover and mutation operators.
In this section we describe a solution based on Genetic
algorithm (GA) approach, see Algorithm 1 in Figure 2.
Individuals in a population are encoded as tables such as
described in Section III.A. As fitness function Lifetime(q)
(Equation 2) metric is used.

At the beginning a population of schedules is initialized
in such a way that battery constraint is met, i.e. each row
of the table is filled by b ones at random, the rest cells
are filled by zeros. We use tournament selection scheme,
where in each tornament between m randomly chosen indi-
viduals the winner goes to the next phase of reproduction.
Further, selected individuals create offspring by applying the
crossover operator with probability pc. Their offspring are
mutated with probability pm and pass to the next generation.
Lastly, the elitist strategy is applied, i.e. the best individual
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Figure 2. Genetic Algorithm.

from the previous population goes to the next generation
without changing, replacing the worst offspring.

These steps are repeated through G generations.

1) Representation: Individuals (or chromosomes) of a
population are represented by solutions and encoded as
described ones in Section III.A.

2) Fitness function: Individuals are evaluated according
to fitness function introduced in Section II as Lifetime(q)
metric (Equation 2).

3) Genetic operators: Genetic operators work in the
following way.

Firstly, in a generation a tournament selection is applied.
In each tournament m competitors participate. We use an
elitist selection, where the best E individuals are copied to
the population without changes.

In our algorithm crossover is an analogy of simple single-
point crossover operator, which proceed in two steps. First,
individuals of the newly reproduced population are mated at
random. Second, each pair of schedules undergoes crossing
over as follows: an integer position k along the rows of
the tables is selected uniforly at random between 1 and a
number of rows N less one [1, N -1]. Two new individuals
are created by swapping all values in the rows between k+1
and N .

Binary mutation is used with probability pm.

4) Correction of individuals: Under crossover operator
application the battery capacity condition in offspring sched-
ules is kept. But mutation can change a number of activity
time interval of several sensors in a chromosome. Therefore,
each individual is corrected in such a way that, in case of
battery is overused the genes corresponding to the last active
time intervals are zeroised. Otherwise, randomly chosen zero
genes in the row related to the disturber sensor change their
values to value one.

Figure 3. Genetic Algorithm with Asexual Reproduction.

V. A NOVEL GENETIC ALGORITHM WITH ASEXUAL
REPRODUCTION TO MLC PROBLEM IN WSN

In this section, we propose an Genetic Algorithm with
Asexual Reproduction (GAwAR) to solve MLC problem
in WSN. Firstly, for a given WSN and grid target field a
population of Np individuals are generated. Solutions are
encoded such as described in Section III.A. In evolutionary
strategies in each generation an individual of the population
produces an offspring by using a crossover operation, further
it is mutated and deterministic selection applied to chose
individuals for the next generation (see, Algorithm 2 in
Figure 3).

A. Representation

Individuals of a population are represented by solutions
and encoded as described in Section III.A.

B. Fitness function

Individuals are evaluated according to fitness function
introduced in Section II as Lifetime(q) metric (Equation 2).

C. Genetic operators

Genetic operators work in the following way. In GAwAR
crossover is a modification of two operators: inver-over
and position-based crossover [5] [8] adopted to solve MLC
problem. The crossover is executed on each single individual
from the population and consists of the following two steps:
• searching pairs of values in the same row in two

consecutive US columns, such that the first value of
the pair (the value from the first US column) is equal
to 0, and the second value of the pair is equal to 1;

• swap these values.
In another words, in the result the first selected column
contains ”1” in all cells, if at least one of the corresponding
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Figure 4. An example of a crossover in GAwAR.

cells has contained ”1”. The second column contains the rest
of two values which was not used in the first one.

The aim of crossover is to shift several columns from US
toward ES or RS.

An example of an offspring obtained by crossover is
outlined in Figure 4. The schedule is constructed for a sensor
network depicted in Figure 1 for seven consequtive time
intervals. For coverage ratio q equal to 0.6 and coverage
declination δ equal to 0.05, US consists of the four elements
{1, 2, 4, 6}. As NU=4, then the procedure repeats k or no
more than 6 times. For instance, the initial schedule involves
two columns corresponding to t1 and t2 time intervals. In
the offspring solution two pairs related to sensors s1 and s3
in the two chosen columns change their values. Coverage
strings of the parent and its offspring solutions are presented
in the figure (left) and (right) respectevely.

The purpose of the crossover operator is to shift several
columns from US toward ES or RS. But, during the evo-
lution process, it may happen that, after applying crossover
once, the chromosome does not improve its quality. Thus,
we apply k-crossover operator, which is equivalent to use
crossover k times to columns (1, 2), (1, 3), ..., (1, k+1)
respectevely. k-crossover is executed on k pairs of columns
from US consequently. In our example, after performing
crossover for columns (1, 2) the operator will be continued
for columns (1, 4) and (1, 6).

It is worth to notice that in the proposed algorithm
crossover operator produces a single offspring from a single
parent. This offspring will replace the parent if it is better
or the parent will pass to the next generation. Therefore,
at the beginning of evolution k is equal to 1. In the next
generation k increases by 1 for the individual, if its fitness
function value decreases.

Mutation is applied to each individual from the popula-
tion. Mutation is based on reciprocal exchange of two gene’s
values in the individual. The first gene is taken from RS
column with probability pi:

pi =

{
0, if the i− th gene in the column is equal to 0,
1
n1
, if the i− th gene in the column is equal to 1,

where n1 is a number ”1” genes in the column. Therefore,
the first selected gene is equal to 1. The second mutated
gene is taken as the first ”0” gene from US and from the

Figure 5. An example of a mutation in GAwAR.

same row as previous gene was. The selected genes swap
their values. If there is no a gene with the value ”0” in US,
mutation does not make any change in the chromosome.

Therefore, the first selected cell is equal to 1. The second
selected cell is taken as the first ”0” cell from US and from
the same row as previous cell was. The selected cells swap
their values. If there is no a cell with the value ”0” in US,
the parent solution coincides with its offspring.

Mutation is applied NR times, once for each RS column.
An example of mutation is shown in Figure 5. A schedule

constructed for a sensor network depicted in Figure 1 for
seven consecutive time intervals. For coverage ratio q equal
to 0.6 and coverage declination δ equal to 0.05, coverage
string as follows {0.8, 0.16, 0.4, 0.24, 0.64, 0, 0.6}, where
RS contains one element t1. Therefore, mutation is executed
once via changing the first column in the schedule. From the
t1 column with equal probabilities pi = 0.16 for all cells of
”1”s values the one is taken, for an example the 4-th cell
was selected. The chosen ”1” cell changes its value into ”0”,
while the first ”0” cell of the corresponding row from US
(in the picture such cell is from t3 column) changes its value
into opposite one. Coverage of the schedule for the first time
interval (from the column t1) decreases, while the coverage
for the t3 increases. Coverage string of the offspring solution
becomes the following: {0.76, 0.16, 0.56, 0.24, 0.64, 0, 0.6}.

Lastly, deterministic selection is applied, where the best
individual from each pair: a parent and its offspring passes
to the next generation. These steps are repeated until stop
condition is met. The best schedule from the last generation
is a result of the algorithm.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present some results of experimental
study of the proposed algorithms.

The experimental study was conducted in two steps.
Firstly, several experiments were made in order to estimate
the best values for parameters of the algorithms. The next
step of experiments was to compare these two algorithms
with the best parameters sets.

For evaluating the solutions, we rely on our network
simulator, written in Java. The experiments were run on
standard PC computer with two cores 1.66GHz CPU and
1GB RAM.
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Figure 6. An examplary run for the best solution of algorithms: GAwAR-
10, GAwAR-50, GA-10 and GA-50.

Sensors are randomly deployed over the target field F of
dimensions (L×L)m2, where in all experiments we assume
L = 100. POIs are uniformly distributed over the target field
F in every g m, where g = 20.

WSN consists of 100 sensors, sensing range Rs is equal to
20m and each node has a battery capacity b = 10. The size
of an schedule solution is equal to N×Tmax, when N = 100
and Tmax = 150. We consider that required coverage ratio
is 90%, where q is equal to 0.91 and δ=0.01.

We assume two sizes of a population 10 and 50 individu-
als for each of considered algorithms, let us called them as
GA-10, GA-50, GAwAR-10 and GAwAR-50 respectevely.
The rest parameters: elite size is equal to 1, a number of
competitors in a tournament m is equal to 2, crossover and
mutation probabilities pc and pm are equal to 0.06 and 0.01.
Evolution process of the algorithms is considered over 150
generations (G = 150).

We run 5 times each of these algorithms: for five different
randomly created WSN configurations. Exemplary runs with
the best result for the first WSN instance of GA-10, GA-
50, GAwAR-10 and GAwAR-50 are presented in Figure 6.
Figure 7 presents the CoverageString of the best solution
obtained by GAwAR-10 and GA-10 for the first WSN
instance in first (a), 50 (b), and the last (c) generation. The
summarized results are presented in Table I. In the table from
the left to right there are maximum, average with standard
deviation values of Lifetime(0.9) obtained by each of the
algorithms. The values in the two last column outlines a
number of times a maximum solution by the algorithm was
achieved and its average run time. Bold figures represent the
best result for the WSN instance.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel evolutionary
algorithm with asexual reproduction to solve MLC problem.
Due to this approach it was possible to incorporate a specific
knowledge about the problem into genetic operators of
crossover and mutation. The performance of the proposed

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. CoverageString of the best solution obtained by GAwAR-10
and GA-10 in first (a), 50 (b) and the last (c) generation.

algorithm has been compared with one delivered by a
standard GA. The preliminary results of experimental study
of both algoritms have shown that the proposed GAwAR
algorithm due to special design of its genetic operators
significantly outperforms the standard GA-based approach,
regarding to lifetime values and runnable time as well. The
purpose of current and future studies is a more detailed study
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Table I
LIFETIME(0.9): MAXIMAL, AVERAGE WITH STANDARD DEVIATION
VALUES OF LIFETIME(0.9) AND NUMBER OF TIMES OF MAXIMUM

ACHIEVED FOR GAWAR-10, GAWAR-50, GA-10 AND GA-50.

WSN Algorithm Max Avg ± σ Times Texec
of Max [s]

GAwAR-10 40 38.8 ± 0.96 1 21
Instance GAwAR-50 40 39.6 ± 0.24 3 111
1 GA-10 24 21.8 ± 1.46 1 39

GA-50 25 23.4 ± 2.24 2 186
GAwAR-10 33 32.2 ± 0.56 2 22

Instance GAwAR-50 33 32.6 ± 0.24 3 117
2 GA-10 19 18 ± 1.2 2 40

GA-50 20 19 ± 0.4 1 231
GAwAR-10 45 42.8 ± 1.76 1 22

Instance GAwAR-50 45 44 ± 0.8 2 127
3 GA-10 24 22.6 ± 1.04 1 36

GA-50 26 23.8 ± 1.36 1 185
GAwAR-10 38 37.4 ± 0.24 2 23

Instance GAwAR-50 39 38 ± 0.4 1 122
4 GA-10 22 21.8 ± 0.16 4 39

GA-50 23 22.2 ± 0.56 2 157
GAwAR-10 55 53.2 ± 0.96 1 22

Instance GAwAR-50 52 50.8 ± 0.96 2 101
5 GA-10 31 29 ± 2 1 38

GA-50 33 31.4 ± 1.04 1 162

of the proposed algorithm and using it for different variants
of MLC problem.
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